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Reduce energy loss by up to 30%

SAVE ENERGY

Filter light, regulate temperature,
and transform the mood, all without

lifting a finger. 

EFFORTLESS COMFORT

Increased privacy when you are home
and the illusion of occupancy

when you aren’t. 

SECURITY

Cordless and motorized systems
keep children and pets safe.

SAFETY

Benefits

Why PowerShades



INTERIOR
SHADES



Customizable with hardware and fabric options

Available in AC, DC, battery-powered, solar, and PoE

Control using  our Cloud-based Dashboard, mobile app, remote, or wall switch

Integrations: ELAN, Crestron, Control 4, RTI, URC, TEXAS PoE, and SAVANT 

Voice control with Alexa and Google Home

Lifetime hardware warranty

5 year motor and electronics warranty

Solar, light-filtering, and light-blocking fabric options available

Products

Interior Roller Shades



Systems

Control  Configurations

Chain

Spring

Motorized

Intuitive control

Easy assembly and installation

Suitable for all shade sizes

Child safe by design: no chains or cords

Spring tension and bottom bar 

positions are fully adjustable both in 

and on the recess

Child safe by design: no chains or cords

Hard-wired or wireless

Programmable with schedules and scenes

Multiple control options



Affinity
Compact

Affinity
Designer

Affinity
Heavy-Duty

Affinity
Day and Night

Concord
Day and Night

Pinnacle

Plastic

Concord
Compact

Concord
Designer

Concord
Heavy-Duty

Plastic

Power Options

A/C D/C Battery-Powered Solar PoE

Systems

Powered Configurations

Plastic

Metal



Affinity
Compact

Affinity
Designer

Affinity
Heavy-Duty

Affinity
Day and Night

Concord
Day and Night

Pinnacle

Plastic

Concord
Compact

Concord
Designer

Concord
Heavy-Duty

Plastic

Systems

Manual Configurations

Plastic

Metal



This profile can be concealed with a 

custom top treatment or left uncovered 

for a minimalist look.

Easy, simple installation

Cover cap for screws

Metal or plastic brackets

Anthracite BlackWhite Grey BronzeOff-White

Chome Old BrassStainless Steel Black NickelNatural
Aluminum

White

Style Options

Affinity

Hardware Finish Options



Ideal for applications with a more 

traditional design aesthetic, 

fabric-wrapped cassette provides a 

finished look with matching fabric.

Easy, simple installation

No visible screws

Matching hembar

Style Options

Hardware Finish Options

Pinnacle

Anthracite BlackGrey

BronzeOff-WhiteWhite



Style Options

Hardware Finish Options

Provides a clean and contemporary 

aesthetic for spaces that require a 

modern finish.

Perfect for blackout

No visible screws

Matching hembar

Grey Anthracite Black

White Off-White Bronze

Concord



Sometime you don’t want to have to choose 

and that’s why we offer our Day and Night 

configuration. Have a light-blocking style 

and a light-filtering style in the same 

window - or any two styles you want. Extend 

the level of comfort and privacy for any 

occasion.

Style Options

Day and Night

ColorsHardware Styles

Affinity Concord

Perfect for bedrooms and media rooms

Set schedule for daytime and nightime

Choose any two fabrics you like



Our Patented TruePoE roller shades are a powerful window 
treatment solution that's ideal for new construction projects. These 
roller shades require less than 5 watts and require no additional 
electronic hardware. TruePoE is an energy-conscious yet powerful 
solution for the modern dwelling space.

No additional hardware

No injectors

Only 5 watts required

The first and only PoE window
shade solution



Control your shades with a simple 

command using our Amazon Alexa 

skill or Google Home skill.

“Alexa, open living room shades.”

Single & Multi-Channel
Remote

Mobile App

Single & Multi-Channel
Wall Switch

PowerShades Dashboard

Third-Party Integration

Voice Control

Control Options

Control Configurations



Our cloud-based Dashboard puts the full power of our 
shades in your hands. You can set scenes, create groups, 
configure schedules and even control your shades. It can 
be used in conjuction with a 3rd party control system or 
as a stand alone system.

Set schedules

Configure scenes

Control shades from anywhere

Create groups

Power & Control

Dashboard



Available in hundreds of styles and colors and available

in Solar, Light Filtering, or Light Blocking fabrics and screens.

Solar

Preserve exterior views while protecting 

furnishings from U/V rays.

Ideal for rooms where you don’t need 

complete privacy.

Light-Filtering

Tighter weaves transform harsh daylight into a 

soft, filtered glow.

Provides increased privacy for spaces like 

bathrooms.  

Light-Blocking

Completely light blocking. Pair with our Lightning 

Track side rails for a window with no light leaks. 

Ideal for bedrooms and media rooms.

Fabric

Opacity Options



It’s the little things that make a big difference when 

it comes to quality shades. One of those things is 

choosing your hembar style.  

side track system
Lightning Track

Pair our shades with our Lightning Track 

system to create a completely sealed 

light-blocking window treatment. Perfect 

for bedrooms and media rooms where 

complete darkness is desired.   

Bottom Finish

Hembar Options

External Metal Hembar Internal Hembar




